
Back End Developer

Consider being Brandography’s next Wordpress Back End Developer working with our all-star
team of life-long learners in a (remote-friendly) culture that safe-guards against mundane work.

Here’s the scoop!

● Brandography is growing! We’re looking for a backend developer skilled in WordPress
and app development for a diverse and interesting client group.

● Focusing on back-end development, critical skills include expertise with PHP, .NET,
HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Java, ASP, and Responsive Design.

● Back-end development work on the server-side encompasses changes and updates to
databases and servers and work on features like structure, security, and content
management.

● Writing effective APIs and building features/applications with mobile responsive design.
● Troubleshooting and testing software to ensure responsiveness and efficiency and

writing technical documentation.

About us!

● Brandography is expanding as a digital solutions firm and our team members are
continuously growing in their craft as well.

● Our work culture fosters trust, autonomy, collaboration, integrity, and growth.

Enough about us, how about you?
● Are you able to create architecture plans for projects, explore options and variations to

best create solutions?
● Want to hang with fun, kind, and supportive teammates that are “nerds to the core”?
● Do you think servant leadership is super cool and want to work with leaders who serve

the team?
● Interested in development projects spanning from Wordpress builds, apps, and

functionality that drives our client’s business processes? (Added bonus! We have
in-house design/UX resources to team with.)

Candidate Qualifications:

● Degree in computer science, technical education, or work experience equivalent.
● Accomplished expertise with Wordpress. Magento and Shopify expertise is a plus.
● Proven experience as a Back End Developer developing for both desktop and mobile.
● Knowledge of multiple front-end and back-end languages and libraries (e.g. HTML/ CSS,

JavaScript, XML, jQuery, C#, Java, Python) as well as Laravel and JavaScript
frameworks.

● Familiar with databases (e.g. MySQL, MongoDB), web servers (e.g. Apache), UI/UX
design.

● Excellent communication and teamwork skills.


